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Dear Friend,

I expect from time to time you ask yourself “Is my support for ActionAid being used for
the best outcomes, is the organisation effective, is it equitable? Does it really change
people’s lives for the better?”  

Being transparent about how your kind donations are invested is something that is
truly important to us. Your generosity enables the world’s poorest people to transform
their lives and we hope you will be proud when you see the impact of your kindness
on families and communities as you read our latest review of the past year.

ActionAid has changed over the years since we were founded in Ireland in 1983; we try
to learn and improve how we work. That’s why we focus on the power of equal access
to education, it’s why we place a great emphasis on working with women to empower
and support them to live in safety, and enable them to earn income for themselves and
their families. 

ActionAid believes people have the power to create change for themselves, and we
work alongside them as a catalyst for that change. We partner with local groups,
rooted in their communities, and we also build collective power by mobilising people
at community, national and global levels to address structural inequalities, and to
influence the provision of public services such as equitable access to education,
healthcare, and governance.    

Thank you for your solidarity,
for choosing to support this
important work. I hope you
enjoy reading some of our
recent highlights and are proud
of the difference you are
helping to create. 

Yours sincerely,

Siobhán McGee
Chief Executive
ActionAid Ireland

Thank You!

Photo: Huxta/ActionAid/Kenya

Cover page: ActionAid are working to improve safety for
women and girls in Kenya. We installed lighting and cameras in
precarious areas, to make girls like Pauline (pictured) feel safe.
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Siobhán McGee and Gilda Pender (member of ActionAid Ireland Board)
meet with women in our Women’s Rights programme in Nepal.
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Mangal Patel (pictured centre) is
the president of the local Children’s

Club which has been fighting against
child marriage in Bara

In 2017, ActionAid completed a 12-year programme in Bara, Nepal, which was funded by
hundreds of child sponsors in Ireland. Located in rural, southern Nepal, children in Bara faced
many hardships. Too often, children were marrying young and leaving school to work for daily
wages in order to support their family's needs.

The idea of child sponsorship is that ActionAid funds community development for a set period
of time. Once the community is confident it can continue the change, ActionAid gradually
phases out of the community allowing them to thrive on their own. In Bara this has worked
tremendously well, with children now leading the fight against child marriage in their villages! 

ActionAid set up 'Children's Clubs' throughout the Bara region as a way of keeping children in
school through tackling child marriage and child labour, by informing children and parents of
their rights. 

Mangal (pictured above), the president of his Children’s Club, tells us: “In the past, marriages
were organised at an early age by parents. They would just have a discussion regarding the
amount of dowry to be paid. To raise our voice against this unjust practice we submitted a
letter to the District Administration Office asking them to declare our village as child marriage
free. The child marriage ceremonies were boycotted in our village as result of our campaign.”

“Since last year not a single child marriage has occurred in our village and it has officially
been declared as a “Child Marriage-Free Zone.” People are now aware about children's
rights, and how child marriage affects the lives of children.” he said.

Thanks to these campaigns led and run by children in Bara the school enrolment rate has
increased from 70% to 90%!

3

We did it!

90% of children are enrolled in school thanks to campaigns led and run by children
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ActionAid changes the lives of the poorest, most disadvantaged
women and children in the world for good. We know from experience
that empowering women and helping them overcome the obstacles
holding them back, brings transformative changes - not only for the
women themselves, but for the next generations as well. Simply put,
women will do everything in their power to make life better for their
children, and for their families. We work in partnership with women’s
groups and together we can respond with solutions that fit their
needs. And we stay for as long as it takes to ensure that change not
only happens, but that it lasts.

• Trained 600 women, government officials, cultural and religious leaders on the laws on
violence against women, and how to handle gender-based violence cases.

• Supported 220+ people to get access to micro-finance and become economically empowered.

• Trained 380 marginalised women on business and leadership skills. Supported them in gaining 
membership and saving into the community savings group set up by ActionAid.

• Provided sanitary items to 500+ girls, allowing them to have uninterrupted schooling. 

• Trained 40 cultural and religious leaders on gender-based violence, including education 
about the law and protocols. The leaders can now discuss the issues of gender-based 
violence and the Domestic Violence Act with their local communities.

• We educated 520 parents on the importance of keeping children – especially girls – in 
school, and devised a plan in partnership with parents on how to reduce the barriers to 
education in the community.

• 110 farmers were trained on farming methods to improve the quality and productivity of 
crops and animals. 

Ethiopia

Uganda

• Trained 3,775 women, men and girls on women’s rights, leadership and reproductive health.

• Renovated classrooms and built latrines in school benefitting over 600 children, funded by 
the Courts Service, Kerry.

• Trained and equipped 50 women in beekeeping which will provide their families with an 
alternative source of income, funded by ElectricAid.

Kenya

Highlights 
2017
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ActionAid fights for a fairer world by mobilising the public to

challenge the national and global policies and practices that keep

poor people poor. This includes holding governments accountable to

ensure public funds are spent effectively and where they are needed

the most, for example schools, hospitals and other public services.

Whatever we do, we work to ensure the maximum impact for women

and children living in poverty. Here are some of the highlights from

the countries that ActionAid Ireland supported in 2017:

• 1,365 children attended 'Children's Clubs' to learn about their rights and gain new skills.

• Trained 650+ women on their rights and how to access services
and facilities.

• We implemented an emergency humanitarian response following heavy
flooding and are currently rebuilding schools and other infrastructure.

• 3 early childhood development centres built or renovated, benefitting
over 250 children, funded by ElectricAid and Courts Service, Kerry.

• 765 farmers and fishermen trained in climate resilient, sustainable agriculture techniques.

• 1,325+ children attended ‘Children’s Clubs’ that encourage children to stay in school.

• 19 women’s groups were trained on gender, domestic violence law, and women’s rights. 
They then came together to discuss their concerns, needs, and solutions. 

• 1,000 families in 11 villages received benefit from the community revolving fund enabling
them to save money and borrow in times of crisis.

• Trained 2,890 people on preparing for climate change and natural disasters to increase the 
communities’ resilience.

• 210 people trained in agricultural methods to diversify their crops and improve their 
livelihoods, to help lift them out of poverty.

• We worked with 189 men to raise awareness of unpaid care work done by women 
and encouraged husbands to share housework with their wives.

Cambodia

Nepal

Vietnam
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Cu Thi Hoa

young people completed
leadership training
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Improving access to quality education is fundamental to ActionAid. Education remains a luxury for
many children, women, and people of minorities in Vietnam. We work to give children the best
possible start in life, and in Quan Ba Secondary School in Vietnam we are delivering training
classes on life skills for the children. 

In 2017, we trained young people in Quan Ba in leadership skills, who will then pass on these
skills to their peers in their classes and student groups.

Among these was a student, Hoa (pictured above left with her friend), who shares her experience:

“Hello! My name is Cu Thi Hoa. I’m an 8th grader at Quan Ba Secondary School. Before
participating in ActionAid’s programme, I was shy and lacked confidence in front of adults and
strangers, and was afraid to speak in class.

After the life skills, I no longer feel awkward and my studying is getting better too. At school,
whenever I have a question in class, I will come to my teacher and ask them about it. This
helps improve my performance so much and I really hope to be honoured as an excellent
student this year. My dream is to be a doctor when I grow up so I will study hard to achieve my
dream!”

Helping children to
thrive in Vietnam
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Access to safe water is a big challenge in
many parts of Uganda, including the
district of Amuru where ActionAid is
working. The communities often have to
use contaminated or dirty water which can
lead to water-borne diseases such as
typhoid fever and cholera which were
becoming rampant in Amuru. Furthermore,
women and girls had to travel long
distances to fetch water for drinking and
other domestic use.

ActionAid drilled five boreholes and
protected six shallow wells in both Amuru
and Nwoya Districts. Communities were
also supported to set up water source
committees and members were trained on
how to manage the water sources.

Betty (32, pictured above) is married and
has four children. The family relies on
farming for income, so water is hugely
important not just for the family's health
but their livelihood. Betty tells us how
access to safe water in the community has
made a huge impact to her life.

7

Securing access to safe
water in Uganda

“Before, I would collect water from the swamp
or else walk 7km to the nearest borehole from
my home. At this borehole, the queue would be
so long that it would take me about four hours to
fetch water. Two of my children got typhoid fever
and were bed-ridden and forced to miss school.

When ActionAid drilled a borehole in my village it
was such a relief. I knew finally we would have
clean water for use. We elected water committee
members and once every month, they mobilise
the community to clean around the well and the
borehole. Also when the borehole breaks down,
community members collect money to pay for
the repairs. This has made everyone responsible
for the existence of the water points and ensure
they are protected.

We have not had a case of typhoid again in our
family. I am so grateful to ActionAid for coming
to our rescue. Water is so important and
ActionAid stood with us.”

5   boreholes drilled
6   shallow wells protected

Betty (pictured)
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The water gate
provides a lot of
benefits to us as
a community. I
can start my
dry-season rice
on my land.
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In Bardiya, Nepal, women are often oppressed by a combination of patriarchy and religious-
cultural norms and values. Women are often denied access to property, have very little control
over resources, and are not aware of their rights.

ActionAid set up 16 women’s circles, where women come together to learn about their rights
and are supported on how they can tackle the issues that keep them in poverty.

60-year-old Rampati Devi Paswan (pictured above) lives in Piprabasatpur District. She is a mother
of three daughters and a son and currently she is staying with her son and daughter-in-law. 

“We have been tilling land as tenant farmers for years and we were required to give half of the
produce to the landlord. In spite of working hard throughout the year; my family was unable to
have a proper meal most days, and slept with empty stomach for a lot of days.”

Rampati joined a local Land Rights forum, formed by ActionAid, and obtained 15 katta of land
which was her right as per the law of Nepal, before that she had owned 3 katta. She also
received agricultural training on farming and growing vegetables, which allowed her to grow
enough food to feed the whole family, and sell the left-over produce to earn extra income.

“Being a land owner has changed my status in the community and made me confident as well.
Now the crops that we grow are sufficient for the family and I am also rearing a buffalo. I sell milk
as well to further improve our living. My happiness has no limits now that I am the owner of my
land. Thank you for giving me a meaningful life.” said Rampati.

Empowering women in Nepal

650+ 170 120+ 65+
women made aware

of their rights
women have

accessed savings
groups

women trained in
sustainable

agriculture and
increased their income

women are actively
involved in local

policy-making
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Rampati was empowered to claim land entitled to her and
now grows vegetables and rears buffalo to earn a living!
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Many people in Pursat, Cambodia face difficult lives from lack of food, unemployment and lack
of income to sustain their families. We work in partnership with communities, who identified
that access to finance was the most important way of escaping poverty.

ActionAid set up 18 savings groups in the Pursat region so that villagers could begin to save
and borrow money in times of crisis, or for business purposes, at minimal cost. One of the
savings group members, Kunthea Mom (pictured above), tells us how joining the savings group
has transformed her life:

“Before my family life was so difficult because we did not have any money nor any cattle
to help our farming and did not have enough food to eat. When my first daughter got ill
we didn’t have money to go to the hospital. During that time, I felt so sad.”

“I joined the savings group and I borrowed money to rear pigs. I made 1,000,000 KHR
[€200] profit! After I paid back the loan, I bought three rice paddies and chickens. I also
received training on how to make a vegetable garden, how to raise pigs and chickens,
how to select quality seeds, and how to make a chicken coop. I now have enough for my
family!”

If we didn’t have this group, it would be really hard for us to borrow from micro-finance
lenders because they require us to pay high interest rates, and we cannot borrow small
amounts if we need it urgently.”

Set up 18 savings groups in Pursat to help over
1,000 families 1,000

FAMILIES

9

Transforming
lives in Cambodia

Kunthea Mom, mother of two and now a
bookkeeper of the savings group in her village.
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ActionAid have been working with migrant communities living in Ireland to empower them to reject
female genital mutilation/cutting (FGM/C). Since 2016, the project, Against Female Genital
Mutilation/Cutting through Empowerment and Rejection (AFTER), has engaged over 500 migrant
women, men and girls from FGM/C practising countries, in direct provision centres in Cork.

The AFTER project used a specialist approach to educate and empower women, girls and men to
reject the harmful practice, using techniques drawn from ActionAid’s wealth of experience and
success in reducing FGM/C in African communities, including projects in Kenya where FGM/C
decreased by almost 30%. 

By the end of the project participants reported to have changed their opinion of what they had
previously regarded as a routine, normalised practice, and now have the confidence and tools to
reject the practice. A special graduation ceremony was held on 9 February 2018 attended by the
Minister of State for Equality, Immigration and Integration, and Cork East TD, David Stanton, who
commended the women and girls who have been empowered to say “no” to the harmful practice.

Our recommendations for the government of Ireland and the European Union to ensure women and
girls are fully protected from FGM/C can be found on our website at www.actionaid.ie/
after-project. In February 2018, we hosted three colleagues from Liberia who travelled to Ireland to
raise awareness about FGM/C and share their expertise to help end this harmful cultural practice.

Elizabeth Dato Gbah, Head of Programme and Policy at ActionAid International Liberia, commented,
“For the past ten years ActionAid Liberia have been working with rural communities in Liberia
using participatory approaches to break the taboo of FGM and successfully reduce its practice.
I’m delighted to share our experience with people living in Ireland.” 

We plan to continue this work in Ireland with communities at risk to FGM/C.

The project was funded by the with support from the Rights, Equality & Citizenship
programme of the European Union.

Ending FGM in Ireland
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Minister of State, David Stanton TD, and Dr
Caroline Munyi congratulate participants, including
Debora Oniah (pictured), of the AFTER project.
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Luijah (pictured) has worked at ActionAid for 10 years. She is the Project Monitor for an area
called Oldonyiro in Isiolo County, Kenya, which has been hit hard by drought in recent months.
Thousands of families have been left with no access to water or food.

Women have a lot of challenges in the home and are expected to carry out all the household
tasks from fetching water, buying food, working to generate income, looking after children, and
cooking for their family. With the drought, their roles have become even harder. They have to
walk further for water and food prices have risen dramatically, meaning they can’t afford to
feed their families or they have to remove children from school to save money. 

Luijah coordinates our ‘Food for Assets’ programme and manages six food distribution points,
which is helping over 1,800 families.

“I feel great about being a strong female leader in the community. With the Food for Assets
programme, women are becoming more empowered in their household, they are managing
the food. Men used to be in charge of the money so women didn’t have control.”

All aspects of the programme are run by women; from Luijah coordinating the programme and
managing the food distribution, to the committee of local women logging the work carried out
and measuring out the food, and also a complaint committee within the communities to handle
any issues.

Women leading change

Luijah

“I love working with the
community and helping to
empower women and save
lives.”

Food for Assets Programme

11

The Food for Assets programme supports the poorest and most vulnerable

women in the communities by providing them with essential food supplies

including maize, sorghum, split peas and vegetable oil, to help support their

families. In return they work up to 12 days a month on projects to support the

community such as water conservation, preparing land for crops and fencing. 
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When disaster strikes ActionAid responds immediately to local needs. We prioritise the
needs of the most vulnerable and ensure women and marginalised communities are not
left out of decision making. In 2017 our largest humanitarian interventions were in
response to the drought in East Africa, the Rohingya refugee crisis and floods in Nepal.

12

Responding to emergencies

Responding to drought in East Africa
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The drought in East Africa continued to worsen in 2017, leaving 12 million people in need
of aid across Somalia, Kenya and Ethiopia. Continued failed rains have destroyed crops
leaving millions of people facing severe food shortages. Many people, including women
and girls, have been forced to flee their homes in search of food and water.

ActionAid is responding, delivering food including maize, rice, pulses, beans and oil, and
access to clean water. We supported women to take the lead and organise their
communities as well as being in charge of resources that are delivered by ActionAid. As a
result, the food that is delivered is managed by women-led committees which are made
up of people who live in the community. We are also delivering safe water to the affected
communities as well as developing sustainable water structures.
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In 2017, Nepal experienced the worst rainfall in 15 years, causing significant flooding and several
landslides in the mountainous areas. Sadly, 134 people were killed and tens of thousands were left
homeless as more than 190,000 homes were destroyed or damaged.

ActionAid has been working in Nepal for over 30 years and thanks to the generous donations from
the public, ElectricAid and the Teachers’ Union of Ireland, we were able to respond immediately.

Over 680,000 people fleeing violence in Myanmar have sought refuge in neighbouring Bangladesh
since the outbreak of violence in August 2017. Most are arriving to the biggest refugee camp in
Cox’s Bazaar, where every day new arrivals are coming into already overcrowded makeshift area.
They are in desperate need of food, shelter, clean water and medical aid.

ActionAid has been engaged in the humanitarian response since September 2017. We have been
working with the refugees to support them, prioritising protection for women and girls, food, water,
sanitation and shelter facilities. ActionAid is also working on awareness raising and fundraising for
the Rohingya crisis, as well as advocating for sustainable long-term solutions.

13

• 1,750 families received flood relief support.

• Set up 4 'women friendly spaces' which has provided 
dignity kits to over 700 women, and provided 
psychosocial support services.

• Set up 5 Early Childhood centres and refurbished
22 centres, so that refugee children can still get their 
education.

Rohingya Crisis

Rebuilding after the floods in Nepal

Our response in Nepal so far includes:
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In 2017, ActionAid Ireland was awarded a five-year programme grant by Irish Aid to
implement the second phase of our women’s rights programme. The programme is being
implemented in Kenya, Ethiopia, Nepal and Ireland to empower women and girls to lead
safer and economically successful lives.

ActionAid work with women to challenge patriarchy and power structures in society that
continue to subjugate women. Ultimately, the people who wield such powers, have
tended to behave in a way that depicts women as inferior. 

In this new programme we aim to change the behaviour among everyone in the
community to enable women’s rights. We will do this using a pioneering approach called
Behaviour Change, and already we have seen some exciting results!

Spotlight on Ethiopia

Women’s Rights Programme

As part of the new programme, we are working
closely for the first time with ActionAid Ethiopia. 

Ethiopia remains one of the poorest countries
in the world. 80% of people in Ethiopia depend
on rain fed agriculture, which is subject to
unpredictable weather patterns.  

Women are especially affected by poverty and
despite adoption of policies geared towards
protection and safety of women several gaps
remain in terms of getting these implemented.
ActionAid is working in the rural areas of Decha
and Guna, with women, men, traditional/
religious leaders, and government officials. We
are using the Behaviour Change model to help

women achieve safety in their communities and
economic empowerment.  

We have already seen improvements in the
attitudes of men living in these areas who say
they no longer want to see their wives suffering
the same way their mothers did. These men are
starting to share more responsibilities for
household chores including
cooking njera (traditional Ethiopian
staple food) for their families
and encouraging their wives
to attend literacy and
business trainings with
ActionAid.
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Adelahw Addis is from Atkena Village near
Debre Tabor town, northern Ethiopia. She is 18
years old and has an 8-month old daughter
Hannah. Adelahw was married off by her
parents when she was 15 years old and now
lives with her husband on his small plot of family
land.

Adelahw joined the Savings & Credit
Cooperative (SACCO) set up by ActionAid
Ethiopia in her village. She has now been a
member for three years. As a SACCO member
she has been able to earn an income by taking
small loans from the cooperative to buy sheep
and sell them on after fattening at a higher price.

She says before joining SACCO she had nothing
of her own, sometimes she would disagree with
her husband but he had all the money and all
the decision making power – this has now
changed as she owns livestock and has been
able to start her own shop which she manages.

Adelahw says she never wants Hannah to suffer
the way she had to. She wants her to be
educated and have decision making power over
her own life.

Adelahw Addis is from Atkena Village near Debre
Tabor town, northern Ethiopia. She is 18 years
old and has an 8-month old daughter Hannah.
Adelahw was married off by her parents when
she was 15 years old and now lives with her
husband on his small plot of family land.

Adelahw joined the Savings & Credit Cooperative
(SACCO) set up by ActionAid Ethiopia in her
village. She has now been a member for three
years. As a SACCO member she has been able
to earn an income by taking small loans from the
cooperative to buy sheep and sell them on after
fattening at a higher price.

She says before joining SACCO she had nothing
of her own, sometimes she would disagree with
her husband but he had all the money and all the
decision making power – this has now changed
as she owns livestock and has been able to start
her own shop which she manages.

Adelahw says she never wants Hannah to suffer
the way she had to. She wants her to be
educated and have decision making power over
her own life.

Adelahw’s story

In June 2017, ActionAid Ireland hosted colleagues from Kenya for one
week in Dublin. Dinah Chepkemei, Cheposalawich Cholongosia and Susan
Cheyech Alukulem are based in Kongelai, Kenya where they are leading our
Women’s Rights programme. The aim of the tour was to share successes
with women in Ireland working to combat female genital mutilation (FGM).
In Kenya, the Women's Rights programme has reduced the practice of
FGM by almost 30%.
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We hosted three women leading our
Women's Rights programme in Ireland to
share their success of reducing FGM
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Irish youth gain first-hand knowledge
of women's rights in Kenya
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Winners of the Speech Writing Competition, Jessica Gill and Sooad
Saleh, and their teachers visit the Iloodokilani women’s group.

The ActionAid Ireland Speech Writing Competition continues to grow with 2017 being no exception.
The winners of the 2017 edition, Jessica Gill a student at Bandon Grammar in Cork, and Sooad Saleh
a student at Jesus & Mary College, Goatstown, Dublin, had the unique opportunity to visit ActionAid’s
work in Kenya, (accompanied by ActionAid and their teachers) and get first-hand experience of the
work on the ground. Jessica, from West Cork, shares her blog of the trip:

The projects we visited were

all located two hours outside

of the energetic capital city.

The first project we visited

was the Iloodokilani women’s

group in Kajiado county, who

graciously welcomed us. They

invited us to attend one of

their meetings under an

acacia tree where they meet

to discuss women’s rights.

They described themselves as

an umbrella network. Each

member actively reaching out

to other women in the

community, and the aim is to

spread education on women’s

rights. ActionAid has trained

the women to be efficient in

the organisation of meetings

and the spending of funding.

ActionAid doesn’t impose

solutions but helps the

community to develop the

skills needed to earn a living

and to be agents of change.

These women have

transformed the way that

women are treated in the

community, they are figures

of power in the community.

In cases where a woman has

been beaten by her husband

or a child is being married

off they seek to end the

injustice and take immediate

action.

Over the week we also visited

four schools. One of the

young girls had been saved

from child marriage by the

Iloodokilani women’s group.

Their intervention has meant

that this girl will be able to

pursue her education. 

The girls told us about the

pressures that may force

them to drop out of school

such as migration, early

marriages and responsi-

bilities at home. They are so

young, but it is vital that

ActionAid educate them about

these topics so that the girls

know their rights. And it is

clear that ActionAid’s work is

successful because these girls

know that they are entitled

to an education just as their

brothers are, and they will

not let this right be taken

from them.

One of the things that

impacted me the most was

seeing the dedication and the

passion that these girls have

for their education. They are

eager to learn and

determined to seize every

opportunity given to them,

they know that education is

the most powerful weapon to

change the world.
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A just, equitable and sustainable world in which every person enjoys the right to a
life of dignity, freedom from poverty and all forms of oppression.

To achieve social justice, gender equality and poverty eradication by working with
people living in poverty and exclusion, their communities, people’s organisations,
activists, social movements and supporters.

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

Meet our Team
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Triona Pender
Head of

Programmes

Bruce Clark
Head of

Individual Giving

Priya Joshi

Programme
Officer

Marie McDonagh

Supporter Care

Executive

Erick Onduru

Programme Learning

Coordinator

Lisa Wilson
Communications, Digital andCampaigns Coordinator

Louise Cribbin
Donor Care
Coordinator

Caroline Munyi
Project

Coordinator

ActionAid is a global

movement of people

working together

to further human

rights and defeat

poverty for all.

Katie Ryan
Donor Engagement andSupport Services

Coordinator

There are currently ten staff in ActionAid Ireland
supported by a wonderful team of volunteers and
campaigners. We are recruiting part-time Finance
roles in 2018. Meet our staff as of July 2018:

Siobhan McGee
Chief

Executive
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We take our obligations around transparency and good governance seriously. ActionAid Ireland
has achieved the “triple-lock” of good governance and reporting standards. We are compliant with
the NGO Code of Corporate Governance, the Statement of Guiding Principles for Fundraising and
Charity SORP (Statement of Recommended Practice). For more details on our most recent
accounts visit www.actionaid.ie or call us on 01 878 7911.

On May 25th 2018, the new General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect.
The GDPR emphasizes transparency, security
and accountability whilst strengthening the
right of citizens to data privacy. We think this
is a really good thing, and with this in mind,
we have updated our privacy statement which
is available to read in full on our website.

You have the following rights, in certain
circumstances and subject to applicable
exemptions, in relation to your personal data:

• the right to access the personal data that we hold 
about you, together with other information about our 
processing of that personal data;

• the right to require us to rectify any inaccuracies in
your personal data;

• the right to require us to erase your personal data; 

• the right to request that we no longer process your 
personal data for particular purposes;

• the right to object to our use of your personal data or 
the way in which we process it.

18

How your money is spent

Excerpts from Statement of Financial Activities
for the year ended 31 December 2017

Update to your privacy rights

We will always treat your information with honesty, care and transparency, and you can
change how we contact you at any time by getting in touch with us at info@actionaid.ie
or by phoning us at 01 878 7911, or by post.  

TOTAL €2,880,786*

TOTAL €2,582,660

Child & Community Sponsorship
€1,305,300

46%

Charitable Activities
€2,304,915

89%

Irish Aid
€750,361
26%

Tax Reclaim
€496,253
17%

Other Donations
€264,929

9%

European Union
€63,910

2%

Raising Funds
€277,745
11%

*The organisation received €34 in interest
income. This is not included in the chart.
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ActionAid Ireland is a leading international charity working in over 45 countries.
We support people in extreme poverty. We fight for their rights and for lasting change.

ActionAid Ireland

@Actionaid_Ire

ActionAid Ireland

01 8787911

info@actionaid.ie

www.actionaid.ie

Thank You for
supporting ActionAid

172 Ivy Exchange, Granby Place, Parnell Square, Dublin 1, D01 V125.

CHY Number 6888, Company Registration Number 95403, Charity Registration Number 20013790.
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